
Glow String Art
Third Grade Math

Key Vocabulary
• Radiating lines
• Spectrum
• Tumbling Square

Grade Level
3rd Grade

Lesson adapted from Cassie Stephens’ book: 
Stitch + String Lab for Kids 

Materials
• Trait-tex® Mini Neon Yarn Dispenser, 

#P0000040
• Trait-tex® Glitter Yarn Dispenser, 

#P0000280
• Cardboard 6"-8" squares or circles
• Circle template
• Thumbtack or pushpin
• Ticonderoga® Pencil, #13806
• Ruler or 6" Creativity Street® Jumbo Craft 

Sticks, #PAC3676-01
• Blunt tapestry needle
• Tape
• Creativity Street® Flat Stubby Brushes, 

#PAC5184 (optional)
Options for background:

• Prang® Fluorescent Tempera Paint Set, 
#10799

• Creativity Street® Glide-On Fluorescent 
Tempera Paint Sticks, #PAC9912

• Lyra Neon Color-Giants® Colored Pencils, 
#3941063

• Ticonderoga® Emphasis® Highlighters, 
#48008 or #47076

• Prang® Metallic Tempera Paint Set, 
#10797

• Prang® Glitter Tempera Paint Set, #10798
• Creativity Street® Glide-On Metallic 

Tempera Paint Sticks, #PAC9913
• Lyra Metallic Color-Giants® Colored 

Pencils, #3941062
• Prang® Metallic Art Markers #80598

Objective  
Students will use their knowledge of geometric shapes and 
patterns to create one of three string art designs.

Overview  
String art is sometimes called nail and thread art because it is 
traditionally created with pins in a wooden board and thread 
wrapped around the nails to create an image. For this lesson, 
cardboard replaces the wood and a needle and yarn are used 
to create the geometric design. Add black lights to display how 
this lesson “glows.”

Standards
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.G.A.2
Partition shapes into parts with equal areas. Express the area 
of each part as a unit fraction of the whole.
VA:Cr2.1.3a
Create personally satisfying artwork using a variety of artistic 
processes and materials.
VA:Cr2.2.3a
Demonstrate an understanding of the safe and proficient 
use of materials, tools and equipment for a variety of artistic 
processes.

Engagement 
1. Show students examples of radiating lines, spectrum and 

tumbling squares designs. 

Bottom three shown under black light.



Step 1-3

Step 1-6

Step 1-7

Step 1-8

Finished Radiating 
Lines Artwork

Activity
Design 1 - Radiating Lines String Art 
For this design you will need two different colors of yarn, 
approx. 9' for each color (18' total yarn.)

1-1.  Begin by recycling a cardboard box cut into 6" or 8" 
squares. Or as used in this lesson, 6" corrugated cake/
pizza circles that are white on one side. Then add color 
to the background of the string art design with Prang® 
Fluorescent Tempera Paint, Creativity Street® Glide-
On Fluorescent Tempera Paint Sticks, Lyra Color Giants 
Colored Pencils or Ticonderoga® Emphasis® Highlighters.

1-2.  On the reverse side of the cardboard circle, trace a 
round plate, lid or circle template. The larger the circle, 
the bigger the ultimate design. The designs we show use 
a 43/4" diameter circle on a 6" cardboard circle. Using 
a ruler or craft stick, divide the circle into quarters by 
drawing four lines extending from the circle. 

1-3.  Between each of these lines, draw four more lines 
extending from the circle. The circle is now divided into 
eighths. Between each of these lines, draw eight more 
hash marks for a total of sixteen evenly spaced lines 
extending from the circle.

1-4.  At the point where each line meets the circle, use a 
pushpin or thumbtack to make a small hole. Then push 
the tapestry needle through each of the small holes to 
enlarge them.

1-5.  Thread the needle with yarn but do not tie a knot. Begin 
on the back of the cardboard where the circle is drawn. 
Starting at any hole, push the needle through to the front 
until a small tail is on the back. Secure the tail with tape.

1-6.  The hole where the yarn comes from is the spot where all 
the yarns will radiate or come from. Pull the needle and 
thread through the hole until the taped back stops the 
yarn. Then insert the needle into the hole two holes to 
the left of the one where the needle came from. Pull the 
yarn through to the back. On the back of the cardboard, 
bring the needle back up through the original hole and 
then down again into the third hole to the left.

1-7.  Continue stitching from the original hole to all the other 
holes until you have used every one. Cut the yarn and 
tape the tail of yarn on the back of the cardboard.

1-8.  To create the illusion of a stitched sphere, pick the hole 
directly across from where the first yarn lines radiated 
from. Then with a different color yarn, push the needle 
through to the front until a small tail is on the back. 
Secure the tail with tape and repeat steps 1-6 and 1-7. 
The design is then complete.

Step 1-2

*The background for this example 
was created with Prang® 
Fluorescent Tempera Paint



Design 2 - Spectrum String Art 
For this design you will need eight colors of yarn, approx. 3' for  
each color (24' total yarn.)

2-1.  Begin by recycling a cardboard box cut into 6" or 8" 
squares. Or as used in this lesson, 6" corrugated cake/
pizza circles that are white on one side. Then add color 
to the background of the string art design with Prang® 
Fluorescent Tempera Paint, Creativity Street® Glide-
On Fluorescent Tempera Paint Sticks, Lyra Color Giants 
Colored Pencils or Ticonderoga® Emphasis® Highlighters.

2-2.  On the reverse side of the cardboard circle, trace a 
round plate, lid or circle template. The larger the circle, 
the bigger the ultimate design. The designs we show use 
a 43/4" diameter circle on a 6" cardboard circle. Using 
a ruler or craft stick, divide the circle into quarters by 
drawing four lines extending from the circle. 

2-3.  Between each of these lines, draw four more lines 
extending from the circle. The circle is now divided into 
eighths. Between each of these lines, draw eight more 
hash marks for a total of sixteen evenly spaced lines 
extending from the circle.

2-4.  At the point where each line meets the circle, use a 
pushpin or thumbtack to make a small hole. Then push 
the tapestry needle through each of the small holes to 
enlarge them.

2-5.  Thread the needle with yarn but do not tie a knot. Begin 
on the back of the cardboard where the circle is drawn. 
Starting at any hole, push the needle through to the front 
until a small tail is on the back. Secure the tail with tape.

2-6.  The hole where the yarn comes from is the spot where all 
the yarns will radiate or come from. Pull the needle and 
thread through the hole until the taped back stops the 
yarn. Then insert the needle into the hole two holes to 
the left of the one where the needle came out. Pull the 
yarn through to the back. On the back of the cardboard, 
bring the needle back up through the original hole and 
then down again into the third hole to the left, stitch a 
total of five times. Cut the yarn and tape the tail of yarn 
on the back.

2-7.  Rethread the needle with new yarn. Now, move over 
just one hole to the right of the first hole. This is the new 
spot for the yarn to radiate from. When you start stitching 
remember to skip the first hole to the left. Stitch five times.

2-8.  Continue with the other colors, moving over one hole to 
the right with each new piece of yarn. When you bring 
each new yarn up from the back remember to skip the 
first hole to the left, then stitch five times. Use all eight 
colors and the design is complete. 

Step 2-6

Step 2-7

Step 2-3

Step 2-2

Finished Spectrum 
String Artwork

*The background for this example 
was created with Creativity Street® 
Glide-On Fluorescent Tempera Paint Sticks
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Design 3 - Tumbling Square String Art 
For this design you will need four different colors of yarn, 
approx. 4' for each color (16' total yarn.)

3-1.  Begin by recycling a cardboard box cut into 6" or 8" 
squares. Or as used in this lesson, 6" corrugated cake/
pizza circles that are white on one side. Then add color 
to the background of the string art design with Prang® 
Fluorescent Tempera Paint, Creativity Street® Glide-
On Fluorescent Tempera Paint Sticks, Lyra Color Giants 
Colored Pencils or Ticonderoga® Emphasis® Highlighters.

3-2.  On the reverse side of the cardboard circle, trace a 
round plate, lid or circle template. The larger the circle, 
the bigger the ultimate design. The designs we show use 
a 43/4" diameter circle on a 6" cardboard circle. Using 
a ruler or craft stick, divide the circle into quarters by 
drawing four lines extending from the circle. 

3-3.  Between each of these lines, draw four more lines 
extending from the circle. The circle is now divided into 
eighths. Between each of these lines, draw eight more 
hash marks for a total of sixteen evenly spaced lines 
extending from the circle.

3-4.  At the point where each line meets the circle, use a 
pushpin or thumbtack to make a small hole. Then push 
the tapestry needle through each of the small holes to 
enlarge them.

3-5.  Begin on the back and tape the tail of yarn in place. Pull 
the needle up through the first hole until the tape stops it. 
Count four holes. Have the needle dive down the fourth 
hole. This stitch marks the top of the square.

3-6.  Count over four holes, have the needle come up from 
the back of the fourth hole and backstitch to the end of 
the last line. The two stitches should create a right angle.

3-7.  Starting on the back again, bring the yarn up through 
the first hole. Count over four holes in the other direction 
and bring the needle down through the fourth hole. Then 
bring the yarn up through the hole at the end of your 
second line and back stitch. Now a square is created.

3-8.  To create the tumbling block effect, stitch another square 
following steps 3-5 to 3-7. This time the square begins 
one hole to the right or left of the last one. Four different 
tumbling squares fit in this design.

Assessment
Assess students' artwork for the combination of art elements 
and principles that work together for the overall design and for 
the ability to manipulate these concepts.

Step 3-8

*The background for this example 
was created with Lyra Neon 
Color-Giants® Colored Pencils

Step 3-3

Step 3-2

Finished Tumbling 
Squares Artwork


